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Targeted procurement:

Introduction
The environment is which South Africans find themselves is very different from that of a decade ago. Governance has been placed in the hands
of democratically elected representatives of all population groups, discriminatory laws that socially and economically advantaged certain sectors of the economy have been repealed and a new constitution has come
into effect. South Africa is also no longer isolated from the rest of the world.
New policies have come into effect or are being developed.
In 1994, following the first democraticelection in South Africa, the Government adopted the Reconstruction and Development Programme, a
comprehensivesocio-economic policy instrument aimed at eradicating the
legacy of apartheid, which had left South Africa with an economy that
was inward focused, distorted by growth inequities, inefficiencies and
underdeveloped resources and markets. The macro-economic Growth,
Employment and Redistribution (GEAR)strategy was published in 1996,
as was the National Small Business Bill. Government released its green
.
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There is a definite relationship between employment opportunities,
available skills, entrepreneurship and the use of small enterprises in the
constructionand maintenanceof assets (Watermeyerand Band, 1994).The
strength of these relationships and links is, however, dependent on the
strategies adopted in programmes aimed at the provision of such assets,
in particular those strategies associated with engineering and construction contracts. The construction and procurement strategies adopted can
be used to address social and economic concerns and, depending upon
how they are structured, to facilitate the economic empowerment of
marginalized sectors of society and to address unemployment in a focused
manner. Tinus the process of constructing assets can be just as important
as the provision of the assets themselves.
The Reconstruction and Deve!npmer?f Pmgamme $D8 1994) recognizes the potential for human resource development through construction projects and contains recurrent themes, which call for:
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The putting in place of a programme of affirmative action to address

Synopsis
Targeted procurementin a practical, pragmatic and measurablemanner enables government to achieve certain socio-economic objectives, as set out in
the P.ecnr?s!r~c!icnaxd Deve!ep=ext P r e g x m x , thrcxig!: engineerisg and
construction works contracts. It enables organs of state to overationalie volities in a targeted, transparent, visible and measurable manner when engaging In economlc activity with the private sector, without compromising principles such as fairness, transparency, competition, cost-efficiency and
equitability.The paper sets out what targeted procurement is, how it works
and the range of socio-economic objectives it can achieve in the South African context. Case studies of its applicationby the national Public Works Department and the Southern Metropolitan Local Council (Johannesburg)are
presented.
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verskaf vir die regering die geleentheid om, deur middel van ingenieurs- en
konstruksiekontrakte, bepaalde sosio-ekonomiesedoelwitte to behaal soos
in die Heropbou- en Ontwikkelingsprogram uiteengesit. Dit laat
staatsinstellings toe om staatsbeleid in werking te stel op 'n doelgerigte,
deursigtige, sigbare en meetbare wyse wanneer die privaatsektor by
ekonomiese aktiwiteite betrek word, sonder dat beginsels soos billikheid,
deursigtigheid, mededinging, kostedoeltreffendheid en regverdigheid

verband behaal kan word; gevallestudiesvan sy toepassing deur die nasionale
Departement van Openbare Werke asook die Suidelike Plaaslike Owerheid
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the deliberate marginalizationfiom economic, political and social power ofblack
people, women and rural communities and to empower communities and individualsfrom previously disadvantaged sectors of society
,-I ne ueve~vpmentof smaii business, parncuiariy those owned and
operated by black entrepreneurs
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The provision of jobs and the addressing of unemployment
The potential of procurement as an instrument of policy
Governments have traditionally used their extensive powers of procurement to promote a variety of objectives unconnected with the immediate objective of the procurement. Internationally, these have ranged from
the protection and development of national industry to social policy goals
such as the promotion of equal opportunity (Arrowsmith, 1995).
The very size of government markets provides significant opportunities to influence the economy. The Atkinson study for the European Commission concluded that in 1984procurement of public bodies and nation?li~o,-I i m A . . ~ k i o r qn,.r\..n+n,-I
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the United Kingdom and about 15per cent across the European Community (Arrowsmith, 1995).
The Green Paper on Public Sector Procurement Reform in South Africa (1997)
suggests that public sector procurement can be used as a tool by government to
achieve economic ideais, inciuding certain socio-economic objectives. This paper
suggests that government's socio-economic objectives may be described
as being:
The development of small, medium and micro enterprises, particularly those owned and operated by previously disadvantaged individuals
Increasingof the volume of work available to the poor and the income
generation of marginalized sectors of society
Affirmative action to address the deliberate marginalizationfrom economic, political and social power of black people, women and rural
c~rnrnu~icier
znd ta eryewer camxw-i~es
and ixdi.:';duab f r ~ m
p:eviously disadvantaged sectors of society
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Achieving socio-economic objectives through procurement
The support of domestic capabilityin fields of high technology has been
a prominent feature of policy in areas such as telecommunications, pharmaceuticals and information technology, often justified on the basis of
'infant industry' arpments. In areas of regional policy, procurement preference schemes were first introduced in the 1930s to assist areas hit by the
Great Depression, and following the Second World War further schemes
were adopted, some of which survived in Europe until 1991. Under the
'General Preference Scheme' guidelines were issued that provided for
government bodies to let contracts to firms in development areas, subject,
however, to the products offered being equivalent to those available elsewhere, whilst the Special Preference Scheme provided that where supplies tenders were received from firms in the areas that equalled other
ieiideis in aii biit price, i;iese firiiis sho.u:b be
25 per
of aii
order, provided that the price was lowered to involve no extra cost. A
special scheme in Northern Ireland provided for a five per cent price preference for tenders where this would benefit employhent in Northern
Ireland (Arrowsmith, 1995).
A recent study undertaken for the European Community cites hve principle domestic (as distinguished from foreign policy) socio-economic or
political functions that public sector procurement may be used to achieve,
in addition to obtaining the required goods and services. These are
(McCrudden, 1995):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To stimulate economic activity
To protect national industry against foreign competition
To improve the competitiveness of certain industrial sectors
To remedy regional disparities
To achieve certain more directiy sociai poiicy functions such as iostering job creation, promoting fair labour conditions, promoting the use
of local labour, prohibiting discrimination against minority groups,
improving environmental quality, encouraging equality of opportunity between men and women or promoting the increased utilization
of the disabled in employment
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monomic empowerment amongst the peopie of Souih Africd iirrough
construction contracts and a structure of industry in which firms of all
sizes operating within this sector reflect the South African demographic
composition will not happen without a certain amount of intervention.
Such intervention needs to address restrictive and inflexible forms of procurement relating to the manner in which contracts are conceived and
packaged, evaluated and awarded.
Historically, contracts have been structured in such a manner that the
well established contractor and, particularly in the civil engineering sector, the large contractor are favoured. Contracts have invariably required
contractors to have all the necessary resources and technical, managerial,
administrative and commercial skills, and to finance all aspects of the
works. Decisions regarding the size and composition of contracts have
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erally been structured to facilitate participation by large well-established
contractors. These practices have not encouraged the development and
participation of small, medium and micro enterprises and have favoured
plant-based construction practices, which has in turn not allowed this sector to achieve its empioyment poteniiai.
At the same time contracts have historically been awarded to the lowest
tender, ie on the basis of the lowest financial offer, as this has been considered to represent value for money. Generally, the lowest tender is overlooked only when there is clear evidence that the tenderer does not have
the necessary experience or capacity to undertake the work or is financially unsound, ie when the risk of failure to complete the contract satisfactorily is high. This narrow interpretation of value for money does not
permit development objectives to be achieved and evaluated, nor does it
take cognisance of socio-economic factors such as the fact that there is a
cost to the State for unemployment.
The international tendency is to define value for money in terms ofquality, quantity, timeliness, price and source (Malaysian Government, 1997)and
to accord direct preferences in order to stimulate the growth of local ind ~ s t r i e or
s to encourage and support the evolvement of indigenous en-
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set-aside vr reserved procurement strategies
are used to encourage participation by targeted groups in government
contracts (Arrowsmith, 1995).
The challenge, however, is to create a cost-effectivesystem of encouraging and promoting Government's socio-economicobjectives through procurement in a definable, quantifiable, measurable, verifiable and auditable
manner in a fair, equitable, competitive and transparent environment
without:
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abusing or lowering labour standards
exposing organs of state to unacceptable risks
compromising value for money
compromising the efficiency and effectiveness of the construction
sector
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e industry and Arts, Science, Cuiture and Techoiogy. Tne Procurement TaskTeam was funded by a grant obtained from the World Bank
by the present Minister of Public Works prior to the 1994 elections. The
process of reform commenced with interaction within government on
24 January 1995. A Government Forum comprisingrepresentatives from
various state and provincial user departments was established in order to
arrive at a consensus as to what restructuring was necessary and what
was possible in the short, medium and long terms.
At the outset, it was recognized that legislation following a White Paper
on procurement would be required to operationalize all reform policy
proposals. As a result, the task team was required to develop interim policy
proposals that could be implemented within the ambit of existing legislation until such time as the reform process had run its course. A Ten Point
(!xterim Strategies]?hwas adopted by the Cabinet i: November 1995.
The 10 points of this plan encompassed the followingstrategies:
Improving access to tendering information.
The development of tender advice centres.
Broadening the participation base for contracts of less than R7 500.
The waiving of security1sureties on construction contracts with a
value of less than R100 000.
The unbundling of large projects into smaller contracts.
The promotion of early payment cycles by government.

Constitutional provisions pertaining to procurement
South Africa is one of the few countries in the world in which procurement is a subject of the nation's constitution. Section 217 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act 108 of 1996)reads as follows:
(1) When an organ of state in the national, provincial or local sphere of govern-
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ment, or any other institution identified in national legislation, contracts for
goods or services, it must do so in accordance with a system which is faiu,
equitable, transparent, competitiveand cost effctive.
(2) Subsection ( I ) does not prevent the organs ofstate or institutions referred to
in that subsection from implementing a procurement policy providing for:
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(3) National legislation must prescribe a framework within which the policy re-

ferred to in subsection (2) may be implemented.
Section 217, however, needs to be read in conjunction with portions of
Section 146 of the constitution, which reads as follows:
( I ) National legislation that applies uniformly with regard to the country as a
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(b) The national legislation deals with a matter that, to be dealt with effectively,
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(i) norms and standards
(ii) frameworks; or
(iii) national policies
(ii) maintenance of economic unity;
(iii) the protection of the common market in respect of the mobility of goods,
services; capital and lahouz
(iu) the promotion of economic activities across provincial boundaries;
( V ) the promotion ofequal opportunity or equal access to government services.

The deve!opment o f 2 preference system fer sm!.

2nd m e d i n m en-

terprises owned by historically disadvantaged individuals.
The simplification of tender submission requirements.
9. The appointment of a procurement ombudsman.
10. The classificationof building and engineering contracts.
The Ten Point Plan remains the Government's procurement policy. The
State Tender Board during 1996 adopted the plan subject to the Minister
of Finance clarifying the price preferences referred to in respect of construction projects. The Wnistcr of Financc approved a 90110 dcvelopmcnt
objective/price mechanism in respect of engineering and building contracts.
A Green Paper on Public Sector Procurement in South Africa was released
with the full endorsement of the national cabinet in April 1997.The Ministry of Finance has been tasked with the preparation of a White Paper on
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Plan have been incorporated into the Green Paper.
The Procurement Task Team has developed a new form of procurement
that enables certain aspects of the 10 point plan to be implemented in an
efficient and effective manner, viz targeted procurement. Targeted procurement in a practicai and pragmatic manner affirms the changed environment in South Africa, government's socio-economic objectives and the
principles of the RDE It enables organs of state to operationalize policies
in a targeted, transparent, visible, measurable, auditable and verifiable
manner when engaging in economic activity with the private sector,without compromisingprinciples such as fairness, competition,cost-efficiency
and inclusion. This is achieved through a combination of:
The classificationof contracts
The use of resource specifications, and
-P1
I ne use of deveiopmeni objeciivesiprice mechanisms

Accordingly,any measures taken to meet sodo-economic objectivesmust
comply with the provisions of the constitution.
Targeted procurement

Resource specifications

The process of procurement reform in South Africa
immediateiy after the nationai eiections in 1994, the 'Ministry of ijubiic
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for construction projects. After an initial review of the regulatory environment that impacted upon procurement, it was concluded that public
sector procurement reform could not be undertaken on a sector by sector
basis, as a fundamental review of the entire public sector
system was required. This resulted in a joint initiativeby the Ministries of
Public Works and Finance.
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of the Statc Tender Board and consultant; from-the private sector, to research and draft policy proposals for consideration by a policy unit comprising the Minister of Public Works, the Deputy Minister of Finance and
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Resource specifications govern the manner in which prime or main contractors structure and marshaii their resources in order to meet their conL.--L--I
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and micro enterprise participation or the engagement of targeted labour1
local resources in contracts in such a manner that they can be quantified,
measured, verified and audited. Resource specifications require prime
contractors to 'unpack' their contracts into smaller contracts in order to
procure the services of targeted small, medium and micro enterprises and
to administer such contracts. Alternatively, they require prime contractors t o strnctnre their resenrces in the perferrnmce e f their c e ~ l t r x t sir.
order to provide work opportunities for targeted labour or to measure
the increase in the number of employment opportunities generated per
unit of expenditure or to engage in joint ventures with targeted groups.
The Procurement Task Team has through the Procurement Forum released the folloiuiiigivsour ce sperifiraiions.
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The contractor is not required to undertake workof a specialist nature

APP1: The Targetingof Affirmable Business Enterprises
APP2: Structured Joint Ventures (General)
APP3: Structured Joint Ventures (Targeted)
A_P!4' 1 Targeting of Local Resources
APP5: Engagement of Targeted Labour
APP6: Engagement of Affirmable Professional Service Providers

Major contractshave more onerous requirements than minor contracts.
International contracts are those in which the bulk of the components,
materiais and goods are likely to be manufactured or fabricated by foreign contracting entities and the domestic content, if any, is likely to be a
rylicre c~fitracts,OR the ether h a d , are c m re!&ve!y sma!! c~mpmefit.
tracts that have less onerous requirements than minor contracts.

Typically, these specifications provide for:
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the targeted group; and
The measurement of key participation indicators to be used in the
evaluation of tenders and the audit of participation compliance during the execution of the contract

L

Type ofcontract: Contracts may also be classified in terms of who the contracting parties are, as follows:

Prime
Structured joint ventures
Development

Each specification:
Establishes the general principles for the participation by the targeted
group
Provides information on the contractual goals and how the goal may
be achieved
Specifies requirements for contractors and how they may hifii these
requirements
Defines and interprets the words and expressions
Provides for measures that the employer has at his disposal to remedy
or penalize non-compliance
Resource specifications are in fact performance specifications that in
the first instance define the socio-economic deliverableand in the second
instance set out the method by which the deliverables can be attained,
audited and verified and the means by which progress towards the attainment of the deliverable may be quantified at discrete intervals.

This classification of contracts is based on the premise that construction
is the synthesis of four functionalactivities, viz construction management,
materials management, materials supply and physical work (labour,plant
and equipment).
A prime contract is accordingly a contract in which:
The contractor has the resources to perform all these functional activities massistec! by other conbacfing parties; separately appointed by
the employer; or
The contractor has the resources to perform some of the functional
activities and is able to marshal1resources for the remainder
A structured joint venture contract is a contract in which:
The senior joint venture contractor is a prime contractor and the junior partner, who may lack skills in certain functional areas, is able,
through the joint venture formation, to participate and develop in these
areas; or
Both joint venture partners may be prime contractors, with one of the
parties having limited resources and capacity

Contract classification
The Procurement Forum recognized that a classificationof contracts is
required to enable contracts to be:
Packaged (unbundled) in a manner that facilitates targeted small, medium and micro enterprise participation; or
Structured in a manner to permit emergin@ustorically disadvantaged
contractors to participate, deveiop and be integrated into fhe mainstream of the economy

A development contract is a contract in which:
The employer appoints third parties to provide certain resources that
fledglingemerging contractors may lack
I he contractor who performs the physicai wofk, or aspects hereof,
has a contract with the employer
There is m cantracf between the third p r t y m p p ~ rat d the conhactor
The contractor supported by third party management may be collectively regarded as being a 'prime contractor'
-A

The Procurement Task Team in the Ten Point (Interim Strategies) Plan
(1995) developed such a classificationby classifying contracts in the first
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required to execute a contract (class) and in the second instance of who
the contracting parties are (type).
Class ofcontract: Contracts may be classified on the basis of risk to the parties and the scaie of the resources required to execute the contract as foilows:
Jnternational
Major
Micro
Minor
The Ten Point Plan defines minor contracts in terms of size, complexity,
nnve!ty!innovat;.nn, intensity (speed of desip. 2nd constr~ction),physical location, likelihood of variations in scope, quality of completed works
and responsibilities,viz a contract in which:

Prime jinternanonaij
Prime (Major)
Fr-me (Minor)
Prime (Micro)
Typically prime (micro)contracts are aimed at providing work opportunities for small and micro enterprises operating as prime contractors,
prime (minor) contracts for small and medium enterprises and prime
(major) contracts for medium and large enterprises.
Implications ofthe contract classification:The system of contract classification
con

L""

The risks for both contracting parties are adjudged to be small
The period for completion of the contract does not normally exceed
six months and certainly not 12 months
The contract value is usually less than R1 million, but in no circumstances exceeds ii2 miiiion
The works are of a straightforward nature and the possibility of significant variation from the work envisaged is adjudged to be relatively
low
The site establishment requirements are adjudged not to be onerous
The contractor has no responsibility for the design of the permanent
works other than for possibie minor items
The design of the works, save for design work for which the contractor is made responsible; is complete in a! essentialsbefore tenders are
invited
The contractor's responsibility for the appointment of nominatedselected subcontractors is limited
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Development contracts can be used to facilitate the successive introduction of labour, transport, materials, plant and finance to community-based/
developing enterprises in structured programmes. Certainly, the associated contractual arrangements will permit such enterprises through the
execuiion oi contracts to estabish themseives and to acquire the necessary skillsin respect of materials supply, materials management and construction management.
Work opportunities can be created for those exiting such programmes
to ensure the sustainability of the enterprises that have been developed.
This can be achieved by making prime contracts (micro and minor) accessibie to those who have been deveioped through deveiopment contracts
and by requiring prime contractors operating in the prime (major)class of
contract to make use o f the services of developing contractors.
The contract classification system can also be effectively utilized to create work opportunities for targeted groups and individuals without guaranteeing them work.

The classification of contracts on the basis of risk permits the level of
performance bonds to be varied without exposing the client body to unacceptable risk, viz:
Prime (major and international): l0 per cent
Prime (minor) -contract value < R1 million: 2,5 per cent
??;,me (minor) - centract m!ue bet::.eefi R? ~-,i!!i=:, and F ? xmi!!ion:
five per cent
Prime (micro):nil
Structured joint venture: 10 per cent
Development: nil
It should be noted in development contracts that third party management support is frequently required to carry professional indemnity insurance.

Development objectivelprice mechanisms
A development objective/price mechanism is a point-scoring system in
terms of which tenderers are awarded points in the first instance for their
financial offer and in the second instance for their offer to exceed socioeconomic objectives or their current enterpnse status.
Development objective points are awarded to tenderers who exceed
minimcm goc?a!s set in terms ef ESQEC~ spe~ificztinnsi~ order t s encourage tenderers to make the optimum economic use of one or more of the
following in the performance of the contract:
Local labour
Targeted labour
Local resources
Affirmablebusiness enterprises (small, medium and micro enterprises
owned and controlled by blacks)
Targeted enterprises
In this manner the premium payable for incorporating socio-economic
objectives into projects is minimized, as tenderers compete on the basis of
both price and meeting socio-economicobjectives. Market forces dictate
the degree to which contractors can meet socio-economic objectives in
the most cost-effective manner.
Development objective points can also be awarded to enterprises on
the basis of their status as an affirmative business enterprise or the amount
of women equity ownership within an enterprise. The use of the develnpment objec!ive/price m e c h a ~ i s ir:
z this ixstaxce is a direct preferexe.
Although the target group receives a price preference, they nevertheless
have to submit competitive tenders to be awarded contracts.
The successful tender is the one that is awarded the most points, subject always to technical factors, previous contractual performancdrecomiiieiidaiions, financial references, unit rates and prices, aiternative offers,
qualifications, etc being acceptable. This system of tender adjudication
replaces the practice of awarding the tender to the lowest priced offer;.as
it permits resource-based/socio-economicobjectiveoffers to be considered
together with the financial offer.
The use of a development objective/price mechanism:
Enables tenderers to use their skill, knowledge and creativity in arriving at a favourable mix between economic and development objectives
Penalizes those persons who fall outside the targeted groups, or who
offer to meet certain sr?cin-eccn~mic
&jp=ti~.re~ te e+rJ 2 lirqitoC1
JP"" "'"
"'
gee, but does not preclude them from tendering (ie engaging in economic activity)in a meaningful manner
Prevents those who fallwithin a targeted group from presenting grossly
uncompetitive tender prices, as the reward for compliancewith socioecoiioiiiic obJectiveswiii be oiiiweighd by the ioss of points incurred
through uncompetitive tender prices

Points awarded forfinancial offer: Points awarded in respect of the financial
offer are calculated as follows:
Np

=

Z(1-(P-Pm)lPm

where:
the number of tender adjudication points awarded on the basis of
price
the price nf the lowest responsive tender adjusted to a cnmmnE
base, if applicable
the price of the responsive tender under consideration adjusted to
a common base, if applicable

Z

=

a number, usually 90

Points awarded for development objectives: The maximum number of develnpment objective points awarded to a tenderer sheu!d in gezera! net exceed 10. Points awarded in terms of an enterprise's status in prime (minor) and prime (micro) contracts are fixed in respect of affirmable business enterprises and vary, depending on the ownership percentages, in
respect of women equity ownership. Points awarded in respect of increased
resource goais in prime jmajorj and siruciured joini venture contracts
where use is made of the APPZ, APP2, APP3 APP4 and APP5 specifications are awarded in terms of the following formula:

where:

Nc = number of tender adjudication points awarded
D = the tendered goal percentage in the tender under consideration
Ds = the specified minimum goal percentage
X = maximum number of adjudication points assigned for the socioeconomic aspect of the tender @sua!!y 10 points)
Y = goal percentage above which no further tender adjudicationpoints
are awarded
In terms of the above formula, tenderers obtain the maximum number
of points (Nc) should they tender a goal of Y per cent and have no advantage over their competitors should they tender a value in excess of Y per
cent.

Unbundlingstrategies (breakout procurement)
Small, medium and micro enterprises can participate in public sector
procurement in one of two ways. They can either contract directly with
an organ of state or participate as a subcontractor,supplier or service provider to a prime contractor in the delivery chain.
The breaking down of tenders into smaller components is not always
justifiable, owing to the division of responsibilities, interdependence of
activities, programming; duplication of establishment charges and
underutilization of resources. Furthermore, the administration of such
contracts by organs of state and their agents is more complex and costly
than that of fewer larger ones.
Targeted procurement strategies enable contracts to be unbundled in a
:.u;l-,bei of ways, viz:
By procuring works in the smallest practicable quantities (prime (miiior aiid iiiicrojj
By obligating prime contractors to engage targeted businesses in the
performance of their contracts (prime (major) with APPl and APP4
svecifications)
By requiring joint venture formation between established businesses
and targeted emerging business enterprises (structured joint ventures
with APP2 and A P P ~specifications)
RY lrr ~ e ~ k third
k ~ gpalhy maxagemext sxppmt f ~enterpises
r
that are
not capable of operating as prime contractors (development contracts)
The options that make use of resource specificationsrequire prime confractnrr to 'unpack' their contract into smaller cmtrads and to procnre
the services of small, medium and micro enterprises to perform such contracts and administer them. These unbundling strategies afford the full
spectrum of small, medium and micro contractors, ie those operating as
labour only contractors to those operating as prime contractors,opportu-:c-- - L - - - L ' - : - - L - I I I L I Tu
~1
LICI~~LIUII.

pal

Standard delivery options
Contract classificationis a form of targeting and can as such be used to
secure in an indirectmanner work for contractorswho are operatingwithin
certain sectors in the construction industry. For example, development
contracts are aimed at fledglingcontractorswho carry no significant overhex! costs 2nd dn net hme in their employ persons with the necessary
management skills to perform all the materials procurement and construction management functions required in prime contracts. Established contractorswho possess these resources carry higher associated overhead costs
and contracting capacities and as such are not attracted to this type of
contract. Furthermore, they normally cannot match the tendered prices
of the tlrootoA
mnl n
D---o---r'
The standard delivery options for various targeted groups are as set
out in Table 1. The framework can be used to create work opportunities
for targeted groups and individuals.
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methods of construction/manufacture in the contract document.
Method 2: Afford tenderers the opportunity to choose the technol-

Table 1: Standard delivery options: Engineering and construction works
contracts

Contract
Type

Targetiq options
?SS

Target

reward them for the degree to which they embrace such technologies.

Human resource
specifics tions

,-:L,

A-..

mu1t.r

Prime

ajor

SMMEs owned and controlled by
previously disadvantaged
individuals

APP1: Targeting of
Affirmable Business
Enterprises

Local resources (ie local
enterprises, manufacturing and
labour)

M P 4 Targeting of

Increase in number of personhours employed generated per
unit of expenditure
Local labour

APP5: Engagement of
Targeted Labour

Local Resources

inor Small and medium enterprises,
particularly those having women

Prime

eqiiity ownership or owned and
controlled by previously
disadvantaged individuals
Prime

icro

Structured
joint
venture

APP2: Joint Ventures
(General)

Specificemerging enterprises

APP3: Joint Ventures
(Targeted)

Encouraging contractors to make more use of targeted labour in excavation activities
In order to meet goals for the engagement of targeted labour or to tender increased goals, contractors may have to undertake some, or all, soft
excavations by the use of hand labour. In order to minimize their risk exposure to performing such activities, there needs to be:

Emerging/fledgling/embryonic

DevelopLllCl
---&

Small and micro enterprises,
particularly those having women
equity ownership or owned and
controlled by previously
disadvantaged individuals
Emerging enterprises owned and
controlled by previously
disadvantaged individuals

,.--.i",."
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entrepreneurs who do not have
the capabilitiesor resources to
contract as prime contractors

-

Promoting employment-intensive practices
Employment-intensive methods and technologies have been used in
South Africa on construction projects that include rural gravel roads, low
level bridges, small dams, residential township roads (surfaced and gravel),
water and sewer reticulation for townships, bituminous surfacingof roads,
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site sanitation. Road maintenance projects have included regravelling and
routine road maintenance (Watermeyer, 1997a).
Changes in methods and technologies, which increase the labour content in construction and in the manufacture of materials, yield the greatest increase in the number of employment opportunities generated per
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their work methods and to reduce their reliance on capital-intensivetechnologies. Such methods and technologies are usually readily implemented
by small-scale enterprises, which, being small, have limited access to capital and invariably operate and conduct their business in a more employment-intensive fashion and favour iight equipment-based forms oi construction.

Approaches to implementation
The choice of technology is
generally made during the basic
design phase of works contracts,
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tion methodmethod of manufacture is usually decided upon
during the construction phase.
Two alternative approaches to
implementing labour-based
---..l
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Method l : Lay down the use
of specific empioyment-intensive technologies and
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A labour policy in place that sets out the conditions of employment for
temporary workers (ie project specificworkers)
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the excavation works that will be excavated by hand methods

Methods and tcchnologics
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generated per unit of expenditure. Method 1 usually achieves the objective by restricting the use of certain types of planVmanufacturin methods and by specltyingparticulartechnologies.Method 2, on the other hand,
by means of development objective/price mechanismsand the APP5 specification, enables tenderers to tender the amount of labour they undertake
to engage in the performance of the contract and to be rewarded at tender stage for this. Method 2 accordingly permits tenderers to use their
knowledge, skill and creativity in arriving at an optimum economic mix
of equipment, technologies and labour in order to meet their obligations,
eg a tenderer on a roads contract may choose to manufacture kerbs and
precast concrete components on site rather than to excavate the box cut
for the road by hand in order to provide employment for a target group.
Method 1is we!! scited to the tqeti,r?g of !GC.! !~henrThe ~ C O R O ~
viability of this approach is, however, dependent on the ability of the designer/specifier to forecast cost. Method 2 can be used for the employment of relatively unskilled labour and any potential price premium can
be readily assessed during the adjudication of tenders. Method 2 therefore has the distinct advantage that tender prices wiii usiiaiiy-fail witiiiii
acceptable limits and an economic justification of decisions relating to
employment generation will not be necessary. Method 1runs the risk that
tenderers may outprice some technologies that do not suit their companies in an effort to dissuade an organ of state from utilizing certain labour-based technologies(Watermeyer, 1997a, 1997%).

if this is not done, contractors wiii not be abie to increase job opporiunities in earthworks activities, as they would be exposed to unacceptable
risks. The above-mentioned employment policy and mechanism should
accordingly be clearly set out in the tender documents and form an integral part of the contract.
A suitable mechanism to enable contractors to define portions of excavation work that may be excavated by hand methods is to permit contracc,,,
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wish to execute using hand methods. The approach outlined below is suggested.
The initial classification of material to be excavated should be in accordance with the relevant provisions of standard earthworks specifications
such as SABS 1200D and 1200DA. However, soft excavation to be under+..l,-LLI&CII
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the introduction of an additional class of material, viz soft excavation Class
A material, which, using a pick or equivalent hand swing tool, can be excavated with difficulty, in accordance with the provisions of the project

Table 2: Criteria for classifying materials as soft class A excavation (Watermeyer, 1997)

Material type

Granular rnaterlals

Cohesive materials

Dynamic cone penetrometer - minimum 7-15
number of blows required to penetrate
100 mm
Consistency

I

D e n s e high resistance to penetration by StifWery stiff
Stiff - can be indented by thumb-nail;
the point of a geological pick; several
slight indentation produced by pushing
blows required for removal of material
geological pick point into soil; cannot be
moulded by fingers
Very stiff - indented by thumb-nail with
A:Lc"..l&... "l:,.L&
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produced by blow of geological pick

~ C

specification as tabulated in Table 2 (Watermeyer, 1997a, 199%).
'The total estimated quantity of excavation, as classified in terms of a
standard earthworks specification, should be indicated in the schedules.
The tenderer should be permitted to subdivide this quantity into two components, viz the quantity of material to be excavated by the use of powered, mechanical equipment and the quantity to be excavated by hand
iabour using hand tools. One third of every quantity of excavation to be
undertaken by hand labour should be entered against the appropriate
extrz-everitems previded ir. t h e schedu!es, but !eft b!axk, far saft excavation Class A. This will ensure that material that can be picked with difficulty is catered for and the transition from hand excavation to machine
excavation is graded.
Should the tenderer fail to indicate a quantity of excavation to be undertaken by hand labour, notwithstanding that he would find it necessary to utilize hand labour, it will be assumed that all excavation, whether
undertaken by machine or by hand labour, is to be paid for at the rates
tendered for machine excavation.
The contractor should be required to undertake at least the quantities
of excavation by hand labour that he tendered, unless the total quantity
of excavaiion proves to be iess than scheduied, in which case the minimum quantity to be undertaken by hand labour will be reduced pro rata
by the employer's representative. This procedure will also provide a basis
for reducing targeted labour goals should such adjustments be necessary.
Should the total quantity of excavation prove to be greater than scheduled, the contractor may choose the method of excavation for the excess
quantity, unless the rates for excavation by machine would result in lower
"rick
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will have the right to instruct the contractor to undertake the excavation
by machine.

The role of targeted procurement in promoting employment-intensive practices
Targeted procurement provides strategies not only for increasing employment opportunities per unit of expenditure and the targeting of local
labour, but also for the engagement of small and micro enterprises in a
cost-effective manner on large contracts. Small and micro enterprises are
the sector of industry that is host likely to implement employment-intensive technologies. The aforementioned strategies compel medium and
iarge enterprises either to embrace empioyment-intensive technoiogies
or to outsource to smaller companies, specializing in such technologies, in
order to secure a competitive advantage over their competitors
(Watermeyer,1997a, 199%).
Implementing affirmative procurement in South Africa

National Department ofpublic Works
The urgency to provide a correctional services facility comprising a
prison and staff accommodationrequired the Department of Public Works
---- , l LU cluupr a uevelup m u ouiid' coniracting strategy. Tnis type oi contract
was expected to attract only large established contractors, without the
meaningful participation of small emerging enterprises. (The total value
of the two contracts amounted to R190 million; the contract period was
one year).
The Procurement Task Team developed the APPl resource specification in january 1996 to secure the parncipanon oiainrmabie business enterprises (ABE) (businesses owned and controlled by previously disadvantaged persons (PDI)whose annual average turnovers are within prescribed limits) on these contracts. The APPl specification required contractors to secure ABE participation in one or more of the followingways:
L-

- J - - - L -

1-

-

Subcontracting portions of the contract to ABEs
Obtaining supplies and materials from ABEs
Obtaining manufactured articles from ABE manufacturers
Engaging ABE professional, technical or managerial service providers
= EL -I LI .KLI-U- : I- L~ -1 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 vrlluue
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Tenders were adjudicated in terms of a development objective price
mechanism. A minimum goai oi i O per cent (percentage oi the rand vaiue
of the contract to be expended on the engagement of ABEs) was set. No
further adjudication points were awarded to tenderers who exceeded a
goal of 40 per cent. The successful tenderer on each contract tendered the
lowest financial offer and the highest contract participation goal, viz 38,5
per cent in respect of the R152 million prison contract and 40 per cent in
respect of the
miiiion housing contract jietcnmian, i997j.
The successful tenderers instituted a contractor development prorrrammr in order t o attain their contract,~a!
as there were very few
"
businesses in the area that complied with the ABE definition. As such, the

successful tenderers on both contracts, of their own volition, performed
certain construction and materials management functions f o r ~who
~ ~ s
required support in order to secure their participation.
In August 1996, the State Tender Board ,gave approval t_c, the National
Department of Public Works piloting the implementation of the Affirmative Procurement Policy on all its construction projects. During the period
August 1996 to October 1997,3 423 building and civil contracts with a
total value of R914,5 million were awarded, utilizing the Affirmative Pro:- 'r-Ll-2
A..+--*-&D-l:A..p--A:c--L--"
.
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(Quotations refer to low-value contracts that were concluded without following the formal tendering procedures applicable to contracts with a
monetary value above a certain threshold.)
CU~CLLKI~L

Table 3: Statisticspertaining to all tenders awarded (during the period August
1996 to October 1997)

Contract value

Tender value
(R million)
I (%)

No of contracts awarded

l

RO-R45 000
R45 000-R100 000
R100 000-R0,5 million
5 millinn-R?
n millinn
-Rn
.-,.. -,..
>R2,O million

I

h independent review of the department's records concerning the
award of these 3 423 contracts was undertaken. A random sample of 898
records was electronically captured and analysed. Although this sample
in number covered only 26 per cent of the total departmental record, it
represented 79 per cent of the monetary value of the record and captured
just over two thirds of the contracts that fell outside the quotation category and 80 per cent of the contracts with a contract value in excess of R2
million. The statistics generated by this review are reflected in Tables 4 to
7. It shou!c! he noted that the c a t e g q ~ O qmtati.ms
T
has been emitted
from Tables 6 and 7 and the small sample number in some instances may
distort some of the statistics.
Table 4: ABE participation (August 1996 to October 1997)

Contract value

Cost premium (%)

i

i
RO-R45 000
R45 000-R100 000
RIO0 000-R0,5 million
R0.5
~ -millinn-R2.n
, ------- - - , millinn
zR2,0 million
- - ~

~

i

i

1,3

l

l

o,7

1

0.8

i

34
8
12
12

02

1

l Total

Percentage of total
Percentage of
rontrnctc naiardrd
fender value
to ABES
awarded to ABES

1

-

2

8

1

Table 5: ABE participation over different periods

Contract value

U p to 31 March 1997

1
R45 000-R100 000
R100 000-R0,5 million
R0,5 million-R2,Omillion 1
>R2;0 million
I

i

1 April 1997 and after

i

Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of
cutllratta
Lului l ~ r u k r contracts
totai tender
awarded to
value
awarded to
value
awarded to
awarded to
ABEs
ABEs

1

6
10
1 3

1 1 4

-

l Total

-

1

1

2

19

21
21

6
10
~

7

1

1

W

-

32

Table 6: ABE participation on a sectoral basis

TP
Building
Civii
Electrical
Mechanical

1 Total

I

I
1

Sample number
330
9

463

I

Total value
( R million)

1

614,O
11,2
8.2
53.5

1

686.9

1

Percentage ABE
participation

I1

28

I
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Table 7: ABE participationlevels on a provincial basis

Sample number

Total vlaue ( R million)

Percentage ABE
participation

Eastern Cape
Free State
Gauteng
KwaZulu-Natal

Employment and entrepreneurial opportunities are created for members of the community
Skills and competencies in technical, commercial, managerial and administrative areas are transferred to participants
The percentage of the construction cost retained by the community is
maximized

Mpumalanga

Northern Cape
North West
Northern Province
Western Cape

l Total
Various construction companies were approached in order to establish
how much work was outsourced to ABEs prior to the introduction of the
Affirmative Procurement Policy. One large construction company, based
on an examination of their company records, put forward the figures reproduced in Table 8 (Burman, 1998).Another large building construction
company, based on an analysis of their records, reported a figure of three
per cent prior to i s 7 jHowie, i498j. Discussions with a number oi contractors indicated that there is general consensus that ABE participation
levels in the bnildingindustry prior to the introduction of the Affirmative
Procurement Policy was around three per cent. This being the case, the
introduction of the Affirmative Procurement Policy on contracts with a
value in excess of R2 million has resulted in a tenfold increase in ABE
participation on departmental contracts.
Table 8: ABE participation in a large building and civil engineeringconstruction company for the period 1994-1998 (Burnam,1998)

Category of work

Estimated ABE participation (percentage of turnover)
1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

Roads
Building
Civi! engineering
TAIL-V.',",

nities for others in the community.Thus the project may be described as a
job creation programme with the potential for sustainabilitythrough entrepreneurial development.
The p r 0 p ~ ? l mnhjectivl~~
e
~f the CDP (Watermeyeret a!; 1995)may be
described as being to structure and to execute construction projects using
labour-based technologies and labour-intensive methods in such a manner that through the construction process:
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Project objectives,on the other hand, may be described as being to have
the works constructed to specification within a specified period and a given
budget using community-based contractors and labour-based construction practices in such a manner that:
(Jpportunities for employment and training are created for the local
community
As much as possible of the project expenditure is retained by the community
Community-based contractors (local entrepreneurs) are developed
'L.....:LL:- rL.. .-..-.-..I 1 L I 1 1 , W I L I I I I I L11C C , I 1 1 I I I L U I L l l y
A sense of participation within the community is fostered
Members of the local community are, as far as is practicable, employed
by those providing construction and materials management services
:L.

The programme provides for third party management support where
emerging/community contractors are unable to operate as prime contractors and permits the successive introduction to participantsof labour, transport, materials, plant and finance.
It envisages five levels of contract (Watermeyer 1992; Watermeyer and
Band 1994),viz:
Levei i:iabour oniy
Level 2: labour plus transport of materials to site
Leve! 3: !ahonr p!ns transport plus materials (assisted)
Level 4: labour plus transport
plus
materials (unassisted)
.
.
Level 5: labour plus transport plus materials plus full surety

C"II.I.ILI..U

tors in the construction industry predicted that a cost premium of between 10and 15 per cent would be incurred by the implementation of the
policy. Table 4 reveals that the overall financial premium that was paid
over this period was a mere 0,8 per cent.

Southern Metropolitan Local Council
The Southern Metropolitan Local Council of the Greater Johannesburg
Council incorporates areas that were administered inter alia by the former
Soweto City Council, Lenasia Town Council and Ennerdale Town Council. During the 1996/97financialyear, the capital expenditure in respect of
the water, sewer, roads, parks and cleansing departments amounted to
approximately R140 million including non-recoverable VAT (VAT is recoverableon water and sanitation projects). The Council adopted the Ten
Point Plan and implemented affirmative procurement on its capital works
projects from November 1996onwards. The Council, in order to simplify
the implementation, opted to use only the AIJPl and APP5 specifications
on prime (major) contracts.
TL- L
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The CDP is totally compatiblewith the Procurement Forum's Ten Point
Plan. Level 1 to level 3 contracts may, in terms of the Ten Point Plan, be
classified as development contracts and level 4 and 5 contracts as prime
(minor)contracts.
~ n LUI'
e
nas enabieci iocai contractors io deveivp arid be hiiy iiiiegrated into the mainstream of the economy.Currently, the most successh!company to emerge hom this programme en!oys an annual turnover
of approximately R23 million. The programme has also been particularly
effective in permitting a substantial portion of the construction cost to be
retained by the community (37 to 50 per cent, depending upon the nature
of the works) and has resulted in a cost per manhour of employment generated per unit of expenditure on road construction and water distribution pro$& equal to approximately half the average for the civil en@neering industry as a whole (Watermeyeret al, 1995).
Twelve development contracts for the construction of secondary water
mains with a labour only contract value of R6,9 million were awarded.
The total cost of the development contracts (ie cost of labour, materials
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ment programme (CDP) during 1988(Watermeyer et al, 1995; Watermeyer
and Band, 1994)involving the upgrading of approximately two thirds of
the secondary water mains. Soweto's contractor development programme
is a unique programme that embraces labour-intensive methods and labour-based technoiogies. it furthermore encourages and trains the community to participate in the managerial, commercial and administrative
2spects nf cnnstmctinn. The programme, by its very structure, increases
the labour content of a construction project and at the same time trains
local entrepreneurs in labour-based construction methods of installing
services. In this way, technical, commercial, managerial and administrative siciiis are developed within the community with a concomitant increase in earning capacity. At the same time, the community retains and
enr w - l ~ ca
- c i u n i f----..
irant p
p r ~ efothe~m n ~ spent
~ y 011a pr~ject.
trepreneurs who are from the outset employers in the community can,
with sufficient technical and financial support and instruction, become
fully fledged contractors and, as such, provide greater earning opportu-

to approximately 20 per cent of the capital budget. Several local firms that
had been developed through the contractor development programme
were awarded prime (major)and prime (minor)contracts with little or no
cost premium.
1he Southern Metropoiitan iocai Councii defined target ia'mur as Souih
African citizens residing within the geographical area over which the SMLC has
nnd
mhn
loss ..
thnn
9 ,N
,itlricdirtinn
...
... .-.-m r n...--.... - -R.- -I p P r hnuv The targeted labour goals
(rand value of wages and allowances for which the contractor contracts to
engage targeted labour in the performance of the contract, expressed as a
percentage of the net tender value) of the successful tenderer and the cost
premium associated with the first nine tenders caiied for in this manner
are reproduced in Table 9. As tenderers become more familiar with the
system 2nd hecome mere experienced in managing targeted labour; tile
targeted labour goals achieved are expected to increase (Watermeyer,
1997a).The cost premium of a mere 0,5 per cent to secure an average targeted labour goal of 13per cent demonstrates the effectivenessof targeted
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procurement in this regard.
The use of affirmative procurement in costreimbursable contracts and design, build, finance and operate

Table 9: Recent tender results of nine municipal
. capital works projects where use was made of the APP5
specification (Watermeyer,1997a)
-

Tender ualue

Contract description

I

Targeted labourgoal (%)

1

Cost

Design, build, finance and operate
The Department of Public Works has embarked upon a form of public-private partner5
Nil
Construction of water mains
ships iii the proaremeii; of faciLhesfor the EeI
Construction of roads and stormwater on an
15
Nil
'as and when' basis
partment of CorrectionalServices. It developed
5
Nil
Construction of sewers
a specialized form of public-privatepartnership
5
8
Construction of sewers
aimed at procuring specialized services where
5
Nil
Construction of sewers
asset provision is incidental to the service provi5
Nil
Construction of sewers
sion, namely Asset Procurement and Operating
5
Nil
Construction of sewers
Partnerships (APOPS) (Gounden 1997~).
In es7
1
Improvements to stormwater drainage
sence, APOPS procures services on a design,
4
Nil
Culvert repair
build, finance and operate basis. Four correcTotal
tional services facilitiesare currently being procured using this form of partnership.
A comprehensive resource spec~hcationfor
securing the participation of previously disadvantaged enterprises was
group to be quantified. In each case, the value of the contribution is comr--r--t ~ 3shnrtlisted r e s p ~ n d e n t sThis
.
~pecilficat;lmset the
n r ~ n a r and
~ d iss~?ed
puted, in terms of a prescribed formula, as a monetary value (goal credits)
following minimum contract participation goals with respect to the enand is expressed as a percentage of the total value of the goods and servgagement of previously disadvantaged enterprises:
in&ca+b in
berms Gf [he mn:Tzc[,
peifGimsd in
Le;Favi&d er

1

25 per cent in respect of the design and build phase; and
Five per cent in respect of the operational phase rising in linear increments to 25 per cent after five years of operation
The specification defined affirmablebusiness enterprises as a subset of
previously disadvantaged enterprises and local enterprises as a subset of
affirmablebusiness enterprises. Various minimum percentage participation levels were set in respect of affirmable business enterprises and local
enterprises. Weighting were also provided as incentives to engage previously disadvantaged enterprises owned and controlled by 'black Africans'.
Financial penalties are provided to penalue those who fail to achieve
their goal obligations. Use was also made of the APP5 specification (Engagement of Targeted Labour) to secure the employment of previously
disadvantaged persons who reside within a 75 km radius of the site.

Repid &&oery prnculerr!ant syste?zs
The Department of Public Works is often faced with situations where it
is required to respond urgently to effect repairs or new works to remedy
or alleviate situations that may arise from:
A natural event, such as a flood or earthquake
The failure of a facility or service, such as a structure, a road or a dam
An accident
Faiiure over an extended period to carry out essentiai maintenance
and upgrading of a facility
Failure to fimeo~s!yr e p i ? e r p m x ~ i d ze n
The Department together with members of the Procurement TaskTeam
developed a Rapid Delivery Procurement System (RDPS) to respond to
d
projects
these emergency situations where time to commence a ~ complete
is a major criterion.Use was made of the Institution of Civil Engineering's
Engineering and Construction Contract (NEC) to enable the Department
to put work out on a cost-reimbursable basis (option E). This approach
enabled tenders to be called for on a competitive basis without the exact
smpe ef the ::.~rks having ta be defined.
The Rapid Delivery Procurement System was first used on a series of
projects totalling R95 million for repairs to and the rebuilding of various
police stations in the Eastern Cape during June 1996. Socio-economicobjectives on these projects were achieved by specifying fixed contractual
goais in respect of targeted enterprises and iocai iabour. ijse was made of
the APPl (Engagement of Affirmable Business Enterprises)and the APP4
(Fargetins of Local Resources) specificatinm in this regad. t? financia! incentive was provided to reward contractors for exceeding the minimum
contract participation goal of 15 per cent set in respect of affirmablebusiness enterprises. The average amount paid in respect of targeted labour
and amrmabie business enterprises amounted to i7 and per cent of the
contract value respectively.
Measuring outcomes of affirmative procurement
Each of the Procurement Forum's resource specifications has a measurable component that enables the amount of participation by the target

Table 10.
The goals associated with each specification can be readily audited and
verified during the performance of a contract. They are not, however, a
direct measure of the amount of money retained by or routed through
the targeted group, as they contain certain distortions owing to bonus
awards, credits for attaining affirmative action milestones, weightings and
the like. They are nevertheless indicators of economic empowerment in
terms of employment anyor business opportunities.
Although the APPl to APP4 and APP6 specifications target different
enterprises, they all target enterprises owned and controlled by the targeted group, viz previousiy disadvantaged individuais. The goais in each
of these specifications can accordingly be used to quantify the economic
empowerment of enterprises owned and conbo!!ed hy previc?us!y disadvantaged individuals in procurement activities. The APP5 specification,
on the other hand, targets labour drawn from the targeted group. An indicator of the economic empowerment of targeted groups through engineering construction works contracts can be computed as the sum of the
$
LOl*..;--.
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Development contract: Rand value of contract
%me jmicroj: Rand vaiue of contracts awarded to AEEs or enterprises
with WE0
Prime (minor):Rand value of contractsawarded to ABEs or enterprises
with WE0
Prime (major):
- APP1: W per cent of goal credits or rand value of contract awarded

to ABEs
- APP2: 60 per cent of goal credits
- APP3: 80 per cent of goai credits

-

APP4: 95 per cent of goal credits
per cent n f gea! credits

- APP5

On contracts where more than one goal is measured, only the goal that
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be used.
The empowerment indicator (EI) would then be the sum of the above
expressed as a percentage of the total contract value (excluding VAT). If
the EISare computed for contracts or portions of contracts executed in a
given caiendar year, then the increaseidecrease in economic empowerment in a region can be monitored. Short, medium and long-term goals
can be set. For example, an organ of state may estahhsh.that the c ~ r r e nEt!
is 10 per cent and set a goal of 30 per cent for the year 2008. The progress
towards attaining this goal can be monitored. A Californian Envelope can,
for example, be used to set the predicted upper and lower bound goals for
the intervening years. Training and deveiopment programmes can then
be structured to ensure that the targets set for each year are achieved.
In effect;the E! measures the benefit the targeted g o c p derives frnm
procurement activities.As the E1 measures the degree to which socio-economic objectives are met across the full spectrum of targeting strategies
that have been formulated, it may be deduced that it measures the overall

degree to which government's stated objectivesare met.

the engagement of small, medium and micro enterprises owned by previously disadvantaged persons and the increasing of the volume of work
available to the poor and the income generation of marginalized sectors
of society.
-.
I he key eiements of targeted procurement are:

The application of targeted procurement beyond the borders of South
Africa
I ne potentiai oi targeted procurement to be used beyond South Mrica's borders in developing countries is significant.All developing countries have a need for reso~~rce-hased
construction in order to g n w their
economies.The methodology for targeted procurement described for application in South Africa can be readily utilized in other countries without
any substantial modifications. All that would be required is for certain
definitions to be amended. For example, in South Africa an affirmable
business enterprise is defined on the basis of ownership and control of
previously disadvantaged persons and turnover limits. In Eastern Europe
and sub-Saharan Africa, an affirmable business enterprise could be defined on the basis of ownership and control of indigenous people with or
without specific turnover limits.
The Namibian government has embarked upon a process to develop a
policy on labour-based works and has published a Green Paper (Department of Transport, 1997) in this regard. The objective of this policy is to

-.

1. The recognition that procurement can be used as an instrument of

govcrnmcnt policy
2. The use of development objectivelprice mechanisms to measure a
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3. The use of resource specifications to secure the participation of the
targeted groups
4. The classificationof contracts in order to ensure that participation opportunities are provided for the full spectrum of entrepreneurs

Targeted procurement has two main legs:
A development component, which ensures that the targeted group is
capable of participation
A structured participation component, which ensures that the target
group is engaged in engineering and construction works contracts

improve living sturrdurds in a sustuinuble wuy through increasing inuumegenemtion and employment opportunities, where technically and economicallyfeasible,
for the poor and marginalized sectors of Namibian society, in a focused and targeted manner. T i e paper identifies targeted procurement as a key strategy

Increased and targeted employment opportunities can be generated in
engineering and construction works projects by:
Encouraging the substitution of labour for capital and local resources
for imports
Substituting the use of 'labour-lriendly' Lechnologies that utilize a
higher degree of labour input than conventional technologies or are
...,-11 '...:*,,A
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Encouraging and developing small-scale enterprises to implement
employment-intensive practices and 'labour-intensive' technologies

to implement labour-based works.
Conclusion
Targeted procurement in a practical and pragmatic manner affirms the
changed environment in South Africa, government's socio-economic objectives and the principles of the RDP in engineering and construction
works contracts. It enables organs of state to operationalize policies in a
targeted, transparent, visible and measurable manner when engaging in
economic activity with the private sector, without compromising principles such as fairness, competition, cost-efficiencyand inclusion.
Targeted Procurement comprises participative programmes aimed at
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Targeted procurement that makes use of resource specifications and
development objectivelprice mechanisms can be used to encourage costeffective employment-intensive practices when outsourcing work to the
private sector. It can also facilitate significant levels of participation by tar-

Table 10: Resource specification goals and goal credits

Human resource specification

Goal

Goal credits

APP1: Targeting of affirmable
business enterprises

Contract participation goal

Combination of:
Rand value of work performed as an ABE prime contractor and 10%of work subcontracted to
non-ABEs
50% of rsfid
of pxpenditure on .&BE supp!iers
IfifiZe ! a~! et!~er
Rand value of work performed by joint venture multiplied by the participation parameter
10%bonus for ABEs with 100%PDI ownership
Credits that may be granted in accordance with a prescribed formuia where non-ABE hrms
have achieved certain affirmative action milestones
Surn of:
Rand value of individual affirmablejoint venture partner's participation parameter multiplied
by the net tender value plus 10%bonus if affirmable ioint venture partner has 100%PDI
ownership plus 15% bonus if affirmable joint venture partner is an ABE
Bonus credits in respect of rand value of materials supplied by an ABE manufacturer and
service provider and 50% of rand value of expenditure on ABE supplier subject to a maximum
value of 10%of the net tender value

APP3: Joint ventures (targeted)

Targeted joint venture
partners

Sum of:
Rand value of individual targeted joint venture participation parameter multiplied by the net
tender value
(The participation fraction is a fraction of the value of the work performed by a joint venture
that mav be used to represent the value of the contribution made by the targeted partner)
Bonus credits in respect of rand value of materials supplied by an ABE manufacturer and
service provider and 50% of rand value of expenditure as ABE supplier subject to a maximum
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APP4: Targeting of local
TPS0"'Ces

Local resource goal

APP5: Engagement of targeted
labour

Targeted labour goal

Rand value of wages and allowances paid to targeted labour, multiplied by weighting factors,
if any

APP6: Targeting of professional
service providers

Professional services
participation goal

Combination of:
Rand value of work performed by an APSP or subconstracted to an APSP
Rand value of joint venture multiplied by the participation parameter
10%bonus for APSPs with 100%PDI ownership
Credits that may be granted in accordance with a prescribed formula where non-APSP firms
:ia.v.e ac:.,ie.v.ed affii.ii.laii.v.eaciioii ii.li;esioI.le

Sum of:
of ;."rcrk perf
d by
e"terpr;ses, Eu+
!+d,
bjr
factGys,if ar,y
50% of rand value of expenditure on local suppliers, multiplied by weighting factors, if any
Rand value of wages and allowances paid to targeted labour, multiplied by weighting factors,
~f any

Rand

geted enterprises r a n p g from labour only contractors to prime contractors. It also ensures that any enterprises that are developed in development programmes have access to markets, provided they remain competitive.
The cost premiums associated with targeted procurement in the case
studies presented are relatively insignificantand fully justify the investment in socio-economic objectives. The levels of participation achieved
have been significant.The methodology permits the attainment of socioeconomic objectives to be monitored and measured against milestones
and targets. This feature can be utilized to set long-term goals for programmes of public expenditure on engineeringand constructioncontracts
and enables progress towards the attainment of such goals to be measured, quantified, verified and audited at discreet intervals.
Targeted procurement, without resorting to set-asides, can be used in
an effective, efficient, transparent and cost-effective manner to ensure that
all public funds are expended on engineering and construction contracts
in such a manner that all segments of the South African population can
benefit through job creation and commercial activity in a focused manner. It makes the tender process accessible to the target group without
guaranteeing work and links the flow of money into targeted business
enterprises with a concomitant flow of responsibility. It is a flexible form
of procurement and can be utilized in contractingstrategiesranging from
traditional preplanned contracts to design and build contracts and from
cost-reimbursablecontracts to design, build, finance and operate contracts.
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